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Abstract

Tinnitus is a phantom sound perception affecting both auditory and limbic structures. The mechanisms of tinnitus1

remain unclear and it is debatable whether tinnitus alters attention to sound and the ability to inhibit repetitive2

sounds, a phenomenon also known as auditory gating. Here we investigate if noise exposure interferes with auditory3

gating and whether natural extracts of cannabis or nicotine could improve auditory pre-attentional processing in4

noise-exposed mice. We used 22 male C57BL/6J mice divided into noise-exposed (exposed to a 9-11 kHz narrow5

band noise for 1 hour) and sham (no sound during noise exposure) groups. Hearing thresholds were measured using6

auditory brainstem responses, and tinnitus-like behavior was assessed using Gap prepulse inhibition of acoustic7

startle. After noise exposure, mice were implanted with multi-electrodes in the dorsal hippocampus to assess auditory8

event-related potentials in response to paired clicks. The results showed that mice with tinnitus-like behavior displayed9

auditory gating of repetitive clicks, but with larger amplitudes and longer latencies of the N40 component of the10

aERP waveform. The combination of cannabis extract and nicotine improved auditory gating ratio in noise-exposed11

mice without permanent hearing threshold shifts. Lastly, the longer latency of the N40 component appears due12

to an increased sensitivity to cannabis extract in noise-exposed mice compared to sham mice. The study suggests13

that the altered central plasticity in tinnitus is more sensitive to the combined actions on the cholinergic and the14

endocannabinoid systems. Overall, the findings contribute to a better understanding of pharmacological modulation15

of auditory sensory gating.16
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Introduction17

Subjective tinnitus is a phantom sound sensation without18

an external source that is related to comorbidities such19

as anxiety and depression [1] and decreased quality of20

life [2]. Tinnitus affects around 15% of the world popu-21

lation [3] and so far cognitive behavioral therapy is the22

only evidence-based recommended treatment [4]. A rela-23

tionship between tinnitus and decreased understanding24

of speech-in-noise has been reported [5] but it remains25

unclear whether chronic tinnitus directly interferes with26

speech-in-noise processing [6], or whether this is a result27

of attentional problems that have been difficult to assess28

in tinnitus subjects [5]. The limbic system is implicated29

in the manifestation and development of chronic tinnitus30

[7], and positron emission tomography (PET) and func- 31

tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have 32

shown greater activation of the auditory cortex, as well 33

as non-auditory areas (frontal areas, limbic system and 34

cerebellum) in tinnitus patients compared to controls [8]. 35

Animal models of tinnitus point to neuronal alterations 36

in the dorsal cochlear nucleus [9], affecting upstream au- 37

ditory nuclei, with previous evidence of altered activity 38

of the auditory cortex [10]. The auditory cortex has been 39

shown to have significantly reduced functional connectiv- 40

ity with limbic structures (such as the hippocampus and 41

amygdala) when comparing regional fMRI low-frequency 42

activity fluctuations in a mouse model of noise-induced tin- 43

nitus [11]. Still, the involvement of limbic structures, such 44

as the hippocampus, in noise-induced tinnitus remains 45
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poorly investigated.46

Auditory information reaches the hippocampus47

through two distinct pathways: the lemniscal and non-48

lemniscal pathways, which converge in the entorhinal49

cortex before reaching the hippocampus [12]. Processing50

of auditory input in the hippocampus can be measured51

by auditory event-related potentials (aERP) for sensory52

gating, which is defined as a reduction in aERP to a re-53

peated identical stimulus. Mouse aERP recordings are54

commonly performed on the CA1 and CA3 hippocampal55

regions [13, 14, 15]. Notably, the CA1 region maintains56

direct connections with the primary auditory cortex and57

auditory association areas [16]. This unique connectivity58

establishes the hippocampus as an important interface59

between the auditory and limbic systems, potentially im-60

pacted in neurological conditions such as tinnitus.61

Auditory sensory gating can be assessed with paired-62

click stimuli (0.5 s apart) where the aERP magnitude in63

response to the second click generates a smaller amplitude64

compared to the first. In humans, aERPs are measured65

using electroencephalogram (EEG), while in mice aERPs66

are often recorded using intra-hippocampal chronically67

implanted electrodes [17, 13]. An incomplete suppression68

of the second click represents abnormal sensory process-69

ing, and poor “gating” of paired auditory stimuli [18]. A70

decrease in sensory gating measured by cortical aERPs in71

response to paired tones has been shown to be correlated72

with tinnitus severity in young adults [19], whereas an73

increased latency in aERP was found in tinnitus patients74

[20]. Still, the neuronal correlates of aERPs are poorly75

understood and animal models of noise-induced tinnitus76

measuring auditory gating are largely lacking even though77

the aERP waveform of rodents, described as positive (P)78

or negative (N) peaks, with approximate latency in mil-79

liseconds, P20, N40 and P80 [17] or P1, N1 and P2, are80

analogous to the human waveforms (P50, N100 and P200).81

Pharmacologically it has been shown that certain82

nicotinic acetylcholine receptors take part in augment-83

ing aERPs [17, 13]. Furthermore, it was shown that84

smoking cigarettes containing different doses of cannabis85

led to a reduction in the amplitude of event-related po-86

tentials. Additionally, subjects experienced an acutely87

diminished attention and stimulus processing after smok-88

ing cannabis [21]. On the contrary, a combined activation89

of the cholinergic and the endocannabinoid system has90

shown to improve auditory deviant detection and mis-91

match negativity aERPs in human subjects, but not when92

each drug was delivered alone [22]. This indicates inter-93

actions between the two systems, however, the impact of94

nicotine and/or cannabis, on aERPs in animal models95

of tinnitus, has to our knowledge not yet been studied. 96

Here, we first hypothesized that noise-induced tinnitus 97

interferes with auditory gating, and next that nicotine 98

or natural extracts of cannabis could improve auditory 99

pre-attentional processing in noise-induced tinnitus. To 100

test this, we used a mouse model of noise-induced tinnitus 101

without hearing impairment and measured aERPs in the 102

dorsal hippocampus in response to paired clicks. 103

Methods 104

Animals 105

All protocols were approved by and followed the guide- 106

lines of the ethical committee of the Federal University of 107

Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil (Comitê de Ética no Uso de 108

Animais - CEUA; protocol no.094.018/2018). C57BL/6J 109

male mice (1 month old at the beginning of the exper- 110

imental timeline) originated from an in house-breeding 111

colony. Here we used a total of 29 mice, where 7 were 112

excluded in the Gap-prepulse inhibition of acoustic startle 113

(GPIAS) test initial screening due to poor GPIAS (see 114

exclusion criteria at the GPIAS section), leading to a 115

total of 22 mice reported in all experimental procedures. 116

Before the beginning of experiments, the animals were 117

randomly assigned using python scripts (see section 2.11) 118

to the Sham (n = 11) or Noise-exposed (n = 11) group. 119

From those, 3 animals were excluded from aERP record- 120

ings due to low signal-to-noise ratio and 2 animals died 121

after surgery (remaining 10 Sham and 7 Noise-exposed). 122

Animals were housed on a 12/12h day/night cycle (on- 123

set/offset at 6h/18h) at 23ºC to maintain normal circa- 124

dian rhythm and had free access to water and food pellets 125

based on corn, wheat and soy (Nuvilab, Quimtia, Brazil;: 126

#100110007, Batch: 0030112110). All experiments were 127

performed during the day cycle, ranging from 7h to 15h. 128

Animals (2-4 per cage) were housed in IVC cages, and 129

paper and a polypropylene tube was added as enrichment. 130

Once implanted, animals were single-housed until the end 131

of the experiment. Mice were tunnel handled for the ex- 132

periments as it has been shown to impact stress during 133

experimental procedures, while tail-handling was used for 134

routine husbandry procedures. 135

Sound calibration 136

The sound equipment used for Auditory brainstem re- 137

sponses (ABRs), noise exposure, GPIAS and aERPs was 138

calibrated in their respective arenas, all inside a sound- 139

shielded room with background noise of 35 decibel sound 140

pressure level (dBSPL). We used an ultrasonic micro- 141
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phone (4939-A-011, Brüel and Kjær) to record each of the142

stimuli used at 300 voltage steps logarithmically spaced143

in the 0-1V range, allowing to play all needed stimuli at144

the voltage necessary to achieve the needed intensity in145

dBSPL.146

Auditory brainstem responses147

The ABRs of mice was tested both before and after the148

noise exposure protocol. Mice were anesthetized with an149

intraperitoneal injection (10 µl/gr) of a mixture of ke-150

tamine/xylazine (90/6 mg/kg) plus atropine (0.1 mg/kg)151

and placed in a stereotaxic apparatus on top of a thermal152

pad with a heater controller (Supertech Biological Tem-153

perature Controller, TMP-5b) set to 37°C and ear bars154

holding in front of and slightly above the ears, on the tem-155

poral bone, to not block the ear canals. The head of the156

animal was positioned 11 cm in front of a speaker (Super157

tweeter ST400 trio, Selenium Pro). To record the ABR158

signal, two chlorinated electrodes were used, one record-159

ing electrode and one reference (impedance 1 kΩ) placed160

subdermally into small incisions in the skin covering the161

bregma region (reference) and lambda region (recording).162

Sound stimulus consisted of narrow-band uniform white163

noise pulses with length of 3 ms each, presented at 10164

Hz for 529 repetitions at each frequency and intensity165

tested. The frequency bands tested were: 8-10 kHz, 9-11166

kHz, 10-12 kHz, 12-14 kHz and 14-16 kHz. Pulses were167

presented at 80 dBSPL in decreasing steps of 5 dBSPL168

to the final intensity 45 dBSPL as previously described169

[23]. The experimenter was blinded to the animal group170

during the ABR recordings.171

Gap prepulse inhibition of acoustic startle172

The GPIAS test [24] is known to reliably measure tinnitus-173

like behavior on rodents such as rats, mice and guinea-pigs174

[25, 26, 27, 28], and was used here to infer tinnitus in noise-175

exposed mice. GPIAS evaluates the degree of inhibition176

of the auditory startle reflex by a short preceding silent177

gap embedded in a carrier background noise. Before the178

first recording session, the animals were habituated to179

the experimenter and experimental setup for 3 consec-180

utive days. Then, mice were acclimatized during the181

next 3 consecutive days by running the entire GPIAS182

session with all frequencies and trials but without the183

startle pulse. Animals were allowed 5 minutes inside the184

recording chamber before each recording session. Mice185

were then screened 3 days before the noise exposure for186

their ability to detect the gap. Animals were then tested187

again 3 days after noise exposure or sham procedures (no188

noise), as previously described [23]. Animals were placed 189

in custom-made acrylic cylinders perforated at regular 190

intervals. The cylinders were placed in a sound-shielded 191

custom-made cabinet (44 x 33 x 24 cm) with low-intensity 192

LED lights in a sound-shielded room with ≈35 dBSPL 193

(Z-weighted) of background noise. A single loudspeaker 194

(Super tweeter ST400 trio, Selenium Pro, freq. response 195

4-18 kHz) was placed horizontally 4.5 cm in front of the 196

cylinder, and startle responses were recorded using a dig- 197

ital accelerometer (MMA8452Q, NXP Semiconductors, 198

Netherlands) mounted to the base plate of the cylinder 199

and connected to an Arduino Uno microcontroller, and 200

a data acquisition cart (Open-ephys board) analog input. 201

Sound stimuli consisted of 60 dBSPL narrow-band filtered 202

white noise (carrier noise); 40 ms of a silent gap (Gap- 203

Startle trials); 100 ms of interstimulus interval carrier 204

noise; and 50 ms of the same noise at 105 dBSPL (startle 205

pulse), with 0.2ms of rise and fall time. The duration of 206

the carrier noise between each trial (inter-trial interval) 207

was pseudo-randomized between 12-22 s. Test frequencies 208

between 8-10, 9-11, 10-12, 12-14, 14-16 and 8-18 kHz were 209

generated using a butterworth bandpass filter of 3rd order. 210

The full session consisted of a total of 18 trials per fre- 211

quency band tested (9 Startle and 9 GapStartle trials per 212

frequency, pseudo-randomly played). It was previously 213

shown that mice can suppress at least 30% of the startle 214

response when the loud pulse is preceded by a silent gap 215

in background noise [29], therefore we retested frequencies 216

to which an animal did not suppress the startle by at least 217

30% in a second session the next day. Animals that still 218

failed to suppress the startle following the silent gap in at 219

least two frequencies in the initial GPIAS screening were 220

excluded from further experiments. The experimenter was 221

blinded to the animal group during the GPIAS record- 222

ings. Since we only assessed mice three days after noise 223

exposure, while others suggest that chronic tinnitus arises 224

after seven weeks in C57Bl6 mice [30], we infer our GPIAS 225

relate to acute tinnitus. 226

Noise exposure 227

Mice were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal adminis- 228

tration of ketamine/xylazine (90/6 mg/kg), placed inside 229

an acrylic cylinder (4 x 8 cm) facing a speaker (4 cm 230

distance) inside a sound-shielded cabinet (44 x 33 x 24 231

cm) and exposed to a narrow-band white noise filtered 232

(butterworth, -47.69dBSPL/Octave) from 9-11 kHz, at an 233

intensity of 90 dBSPL for 1h. This protocol was previously 234

shown to trigger a tinnitus-phenotype in C57BL/6 mice 235

that could be decreased by chemogenetically modulating 236
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the firing rate of CaMKIIα+ DCN units [23]. Next, mice237

remained in the cylinder inside the sound shielded cham-238

ber for 2 hours, due to the fact that sound-enrichment239

post loud noise exposure may prevent tinnitus induction240

[31]. Sham animals were treated equally, but without241

any sound stimulation. We used 11 noise-exposed and 11242

sham animals. The animals were then returned to their243

home cages.244

Electrode array assembly245

Tungsten insulated wires of 35 µm diameter (impedance246

100-400 kΩ, California Wires Company) were used to man-247

ufacture 2 x 8 arrays of 16 tungsten wire electrodes. The248

wires were assembled to a 16-channel custom made printed249

circuit board and fitted with an Omnetics connector (NPD-250

18-VV-GS). Electrode wires were spaced by 200 µm with251

increasing length distributed diagonally in order to record252

from different hippocampal layers, such that, after im-253

plantation, the shortest wire were at dorsoventral (DV)254

depth of -1.50 mm and the longest at DV -1.96 mm. The255

electrodes were dipped in fluorescent dye (1,1’-dioctadecyl-256

3,3,3’,3’-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate; DiI,257

Invitrogen) for 10 min (for post hoc electrode position)258

before implanted into the right hemisphere hippocampus.259

Electrode array implantation260

22 animals were used for the electrodes implantation261

surgery. In detail, mice were anesthetized using a mixture262

of ketamine/xylazine (90/6 mg/kg) and placed in a stereo-263

taxic frame on top of a heat pad (37°C). Dexpanthenol264

was applied to cover the eyes to prevent ocular dryness.265

When necessary, a bolus of ketamine (45 mg/kg) was266

applied during surgery to maintain adequate anesthesia.267

Iodopovidone 10% was applied on the scalp to prevent268

infection, and 3% lidocaine hydrochloride was injected269

subdermally before an incision was made. In order to270

expose the cranial sutures, 3% hydrogen peroxide was ap-271

plied over the skull. Four small craniotomies were done in272

a square at coordinates mediolateral (ML) 1 mm and an-273

teroposterior (AP) -2.4 mm; ML: 1 mm and AP: -2.6 mm;274

ML: 2.45 mm and AP: -2.4 mm; ML: 2.45 mm and AP:275

-2.6 mm, to make a cranial window where the electrodes276

were slowly inserted at DV coordinate of -1.96 mm (for277

the longest shank). Four additional holes were drilled for278

the placement of anchoring screws, where the screw placed279

over the cerebellum served as reference. The electrode im-280

plant was fixed to the skull with polymethyl methacrylate281

moldable acrylic polymer around the anchor screws. After282

surgery, the animals were monitored until awake and then283

housed individually and allowed to recover for one week 284

before recordings. For analgesia, ibuprofen 0.04 mg/ml 285

was administered in the water bottle 2 days before and 3 286

days after the surgery. Subcutaneous Meloxicam 5 mg/kg 287

was administered for 3 consecutive days after the surgery. 288

2 animals died shortly after the surgery, remaining 10 289

animals in the sham group and 7 in the noise-exposed 290

group. 291

Paired-click stimuli for auditory event related 292

potentials 293

Mice were habituated during two days in the experimental 294

setup and in the day of recording, anesthesia was briefly 295

induced with isoflurane (5% for <1 min) to gently connect 296

the implanted electrode array to a head-stage (Intan RHD 297

2132) connected to an acquisition board (OpenEphys v2.2 298

XEM6010-LX150) by a thin flexible wire. aERPs were 299

recorded in freely moving animals placed in a low-light 300

environment exposed to paired click stimulus, played by 301

a speaker (Selenium Trio ST400) located 40 cm above 302

the test area. All recordings were performed in standard 303

polycarbonate cage bottom, which was placed inside a 304

sound-shielded box (40 x 45 x 40 cm). The paired clicks 305

consisted of white noise filtered at 5-15 kHz presented 306

at 85 dBSPL, 10 ms of duration with 0.2 ms rise/fall 307

ramp, and 0.5 s interstimulus interval. Stimulus pairs 308

were separated by 2-8 s (pseudorandomly), and a total of 309

50 paired stimuli were presented. The session duration 310

varied from 148 s to 442 s. 311

To investigate aERPs, average data from different 312

animals, and also, compare responses from different ex- 313

perimental days and different pharmacological treatments, 314

the appropriate hippocampal location for picking up aERP 315

was identified. As local field potentials are related to cell 316

density, and thereby the resistivity of the tissue, it is useful 317

to record from the hippocampus with its distinct layered 318

structure that shows phase-reversals of local field poten- 319

tials [32]. Responses to paired clicks were recorded one 320

week after surgery. The grand average of aERP (average 321

of 50 clicks) for each channel was plotted and the changed 322

signal polarity across hippocampal layers was identified, as 323

the electrode array channels were distributed at different 324

depths. To facilitate comparison of aERP between im- 325

planted animals we selected the first channel above phase 326

reversal that showed a clear negative peak followed by a 327

positive peak in the deeper channel. The visualization of 328

the phase reversal channel was routinely added to analysis 329

as channels sometimes shifted in the same animal, likely 330

due to small movements in the electrode array when con- 331
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necting/disconnecting mice to/from the headstage during332

different recording sessions. The experimenter was blind333

to the animal group during the aERP recordings.334

Cannabis sativa extract production and anal-335

ysis336

∆9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) is the main psychoactive337

compound in cannabis and it is known to be partial ag-338

onist of cannabinoid receptor types 1 and 2 (CB1 and339

CB2) [33], while cannabinol (CBN) activates CB1 and340

CB2 receptors with more affinity over the latter and can-341

abidiol (CBD) acts as a negative allosteric modulator of342

CB1 [33]. The Cannabis sativa extract was produced343

from an ethanolic extraction with the flowers previously344

dried and crushed. After leaving them in contact with345

the solvent for 5 min in an ultrasonic bath, filtration was346

performed and the process was repeated twice. Addition-347

ally, the solvent was evaporated and recovered, leaving348

only the cannabis extract in resin form. Decarboxylation349

of the acidic components, mainly tetrahydrocannabinolic350

acid into THC, was carried out by heating the material351

at 90°C until the conversion to the neutral forms had352

been completed. The cannabis extract was analyzed by353

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Ana-354

lytical standards of THC (Cerilliant T-005), cannabinol355

(Cerilliant C-046) and CBD (Cerilliant C-045) were used356

in the calibration curve dilutions. An Agilent 1260 LC357

system (Agilent Technologies, Mississauga, ON, Canada)358

was used for the chromatographic analysis. A Poroshell359

120 EC-C18 column (50 mm × 3.0 mm, 2.7 µm, Agilent360

Technologies) was employed, with a mobile phase at a flow361

rate of 0.5 mL/min and temperature at 50°C (separation362

and detection). The compositions were (A) water and363

(B) methanol. 0.1% formic acid was added to both water364

and methanol. The total analysis time was 18 min with365

the following gradient: 0–10 min, 60–85%B; 10–11 min,366

85–100%B; 11-12 min, 100%; 12-17 min, 100–60%; 17-18367

min, 60% the temperature was maintained at 50°C (sepa-368

ration and detection). The injection volume was 5 µL and369

the components were quantified based on peak areas at370

230 nm. During the experiments we used a single dose of371

cannabis extract for each animal (100 mg/kg), containing372

47.25 mg/kg of THC; 0.43 mg/kg of CBD and 1.17 mg/kg373

of CBN as analyzed by HPLC, and kindly donated by the374

Queiroz lab, Brain Institute, Federal University of Rio375

Grande do Norte, Brazil.376

Pharmacology 377

To activate the cholinergic system, and specifically brain 378

nicotinic acetylcholine receptors, animals received a single 379

intraperitoneal injection of nicotine (Sigma N3876) at 1.0 380

mg/kg [34] or saline (randomized order, 2 days in between 381

session 1 and 2) 5 minutes before aERP recordings. In 382

comparison to nicotine, which has a half-life of approxi- 383

mately 6-7 minutes in mouse plasma [35], THC, CBD, and 384

CBN have longer half-lives. Specifically, THC has a half- 385

life of approximately 110 minutes in mouse plasma [36], 386

CBD has a half-life of 3.9 hours in mouse plasma [37], and 387

CBN has a half-life of 32 hours in human plasma [38]. Here 388

we administered a single dose of cannabis extract (100 389

mg/kg) and recorded responses after 30 minutes, similar 390

to previously reported [39, 40, 41]. On the experimental 391

day, the cannabis extract resin was diluted in corn oil to 392

10 mg/ml solution by mixing the extract and the oil and 393

then sonicating for 5 min before injected intraperitoneally 394

(at volume of 10 µl/g body weight) 30 min prior to aERP 395

recording sessions to reach max plasma concentration of 396

THC [36]. After the third recording session, an additional 397

dose of nicotine (1 mg/kg) was injected (to study poten- 398

tially synergistic effects of cannabis extract + nicotine) 399

and the animals were recorded 5 min later to observe how 400

the interaction of the cholinergic and endocannabinoid 401

system affects aERPs. After each aERP recording session, 402

mice were unconnected from the headstage and returned 403

to their home cage. 404

Histology 405

To verify expected electrode positioning, animals were 406

deeply anesthetized at the end of the experimental time- 407

line with a mixture of ketamine/xylazine (180/12 mg/kg) 408

and transcardiac perfused with cold phosphate buffered 409

saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). 410

Brains were dissected and placed in 4% PFA for 48h. Next, 411

brains were sliced using a free-floating vibratome (Leica 412

VT1000S) at 75 µm thickness, and cell nuclei were stained 413

with 4’,6-diamidino-2- Phenylindole (DAPI, Sigma) to 414

visualize cell layers and borders of the hippocampus. In 415

addition to DiI-staining the electrodes, a current pulse of 416

500 µA was routinely passed through the deepest electrode 417

for 5 s at the end the last aERP recordings to cause a 418

small lesion around the electrode tip to confirm electrode 419

depth. Images were visualized using a Zeiss imager A2 420

fluorescence microscope with a N-Achroplan 5x objective. 421
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Data Analysis422

Analysis of auditory brainstem responses was done as423

previously described [23] and consisted of averaging the424

529 trials, filter the signal using a 3rd order butterworth425

bandpass filter from 600-1500 Hz, and slice the data 12426

ms after the sound pulse onset. Thresholds were defined427

by automatically detecting the lowest intensity that can428

elicit a wave peak one standard deviation above the mean,429

and preceded by a peak in the previous intensity [23]. Ef-430

fect of noise exposure and frequency of stimulus on ABR431

thresholds was evaluated using the Friedman Test, and432

pairwise comparisons were performed using the Wilcoxon433

signed-rank test. Effect of group was evaluated using the434

Kruskal-Wallis test, and pairwise comparisons were per-435

formed using the Mann-Whitney U test. Effect of group436

and frequency of stimulus on ABR threshold differences437

before and after exposure was evaluated using two-way438

analysis of variance (ANOVA). When multiple compar-439

isons within the same dataset were performed, p values440

were Bonferroni-corrected accordingly.441

For each frequency tested in GPIAS, Startle and Gap-442

Starle trials responses were separated and the signal was443

filtered with a Butterworth lowpass filter at 100 Hz. The444

absolute values of the accelerometer axes, from the ac-445

celerometer fitted below the cylinders enclosing the mice446

during the modified acoustic startle test, were averaged447

and sliced 400 ms around the startle pulse (200 ms before448

and 200 ms after). The root-mean-square (RMS) of the449

sliced signal before the Startle (baseline) was subtracted450

from the RMS after the startle response (for both Startle451

only and GapStartle sessions). The GPIAS index for each452

frequency was then calculated as453 (
1 −

(
GapStartleRMS

StartleRMS

))
∗ 100

generating percentage of suppression of startle. For each454

animal, the most affected frequency was determined as455

the frequency with the greatest difference in GPIAS index456

before and after noise exposure. This was done as mice457

did not show decreased GPIAS at the same narrow-band458

frequency despite being subjected to the same noise expo-459

sure, indicating individual differences in possible tinnitus460

perception [26]. The definition of the most affected fre-461

quency followed the same procedure for both sham and462

noise-exposed animals. The effects of group (sham or463

noise-exposed), epoch (before or after exposure) and fre-464

quency of stimulus were tested using 3-way mixed models465

ANOVA. The effect of the group and epoch on the GPIAS466

index of the most affected frequency was evaluated using467

the Kruskal-Wallis and the Friedman test, respectively;468

and pairwise comparisons were done using the Mann- 469

Whitney U and Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively. 470

Auditory event-related potentials in response to paired- 471

clicks were filtered using a low pass filter at 60 Hz, sliced 472

0.2 s before and 1 s after the first sound click onset, and 473

all 50 trials were averaged. To compare signals between 474

different animals (n = 10 sham and n = 7 noise-exposed) 475

and different treatments we always analyzed the channel 476

above hippocampal phase reversal with a negative peak 477

around 40 ms (N40) and a positive peak around 80 ms 478

latency (P80). aERP components were quantified by peak 479

amplitude (baseline-to-peak) after stimulus onset. The 480

N40 was considered as the maximum negative deflection 481

between 20 and 50 ms after the click stimulus, and P80 as 482

the maximum positive deflection after the N40 peak. The 483

baseline was determined by averaging all 50 trials and 484

then averaging the 200 ms of prestimulus activity (before 485

the first click). The latency of a component was defined 486

as the time of occurrence of the peak after stimulus onset. 487

The ratio in percentage of the first and second click am- 488

plitude (the suppression of the second click, e.g. sensory 489

filtering) was calculated as 490

(
1 −

(
SecondClickAmplitude−Baseline

F irstClickAmplitude−Baseline

))
∗ 100

and error bars represent standard error of the mean (s.e.m) 491

for all figures. A gating improvement was considered when 492

the aERP peak amplitude suppression ratio(s) increased 493

compared to sham (when comparing between groups) or 494

to saline (when comparing between treatments). Effect 495

of group, treatment and click on amplitude and latency 496

of aERP components were evaluated using 3-way mixed- 497

models ANOVA; effect of group and treatment in aERP 498

components suppression, delay and N40-P80 width were 499

evaluated using 2-way mixed-models ANOVA; and Stu- 500

dent’s t-test was used for pairwise comparisons. Whenever 501

the response failed to comply with normality, homoscedas- 502

ticity and independence assumptions and parametric fit- 503

ting was inadequate, the Kruskal-Wallis test was used to 504

evaluate the effect of group, and the Mann-Whitney U test 505

was used for pairwise comparisons; and the Friedman test 506

was used to evaluate the effect of treatment and click, and 507

Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used for pairwise compar- 508

isons. Statistical power for the tests ranged from 78.5 to 509

92.2%, and post-hoc multiple comparisons were adjusted 510

by Bonferroni correction. Differences in occurrence of 511

double-peak responses were evaluated using McNemar’s 512

test. 513
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Results514

In order to investigate whether noise-exposure can affect515

auditory gating we established an experimental timeline516

for experiments evaluating auditory perception using three517

different tests in mice exposed to a mild noise (90 dB-518

SPL, 9-11 kHz, 1h): ABRs, GPIAS and aERPs. Hearing519

thresholds of mice were assessed using ABRs 2 days be-520

fore (baseline) and 2 days after sham or noise exposure521

(Figure 1A). ABRs showed field potentials with distinct522

peaks indicating neuronal activity at the auditory nerve,523

cochlear nuclei, superior olivary complex, and inferior524

colliculus [42] in response to sound clicks presented at dif-525

ferent frequencies (Figure 1B-C). Similar to sham, noise526

exposure did not cause any change in ABR hearing thresh-527

olds at all frequencies tested when compared to baseline528

(Group, Kruskal-Wallis eff. size = 4.1e-05, p = 0.923;529

Epoch, Friedman eff. size = 0.058, p = 0.08; Frequency,530

Friedman eff. size = 0.007, p = 0.164; Figure 1D). When531

plotting threshold shifts, we confirmed that noise-exposed532

animals were impacted to a similar degree than sham mice533

(ANOVA; Group, F(1,21) = 0.047, p = 0.83; Frequency,534

F(4,84) = 0.2, p = 0.938; Group:Frequency, F(4,84) =535

2.021, p = 0.09; Figure 1E). Unlike other models of tinni-536

tus [43], we did not detect any effect of noise exposure in537

ABR Wave 1 amplitude (Epoch, Friedman test, eff. size538

= 0.037, p = 0.118; Group, Kruskal-Wallis test, eff. size539

= 0.0002, p = 0.821) or Wave 5 latency (Epoch, Friedman540

eff. size = 0.002, p = 0.55; Group, Kruskal-Wallis eff.size541

= 0.014, p = 0.073, Supplemental Figure S1). These542

findings confirm that the noise exposure did not cause543

any detectable change in hearing thresholds, and suggest544

a negligible impact on cochlear synaptopathy.545

Three days before and 3 days after noise exposure546

mice were tested for GPIAS (Figure 2A-C). No effect of547

group (sham or noise-exposed), epoch (before or after548

noise exposure procedure) or frequency of stimulus was549

found in GPIAS when evaluating all frequencies from ev-550

ery animal (the closest to significance being the stimulus551

frequency factor; F(5,65) = 1.419, p = 0.229; Figure 2D-E)552

and no pairwise differences between any group, epoch or553

frequency, possibly due to each individual mouse may ex-554

perience a different tinnitus pitch. We therefore evaluated555

the background frequency that interferes most with gap556

prepulse startle suppression for each individual mouse,557

which would correspond to the most likely tinnitus pitch558

of these animals (Figure 2F-G). Sham exposure had no ef-559

fect on GPIAS (Friedman test; eff.size = 0.075; p = 0.365;560

Figure 2F, left), while in noise-exposed mice the noise ex-561

posure had a significant effect in GPIAS index (Friedman562

test; eff. size = 1.0; p = 1.8e-03), showing a decrease in 563

startle suppression when comparing before and after noise 564

exposure (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p=9.8e-04; Figure 565

2F, right). Accordingly, the group (sham vs noise-exposed) 566

had a significant effect on GPIAS measured after noise 567

exposure (Kruskal-Wallis; eff. size = 0.663, p = 3.2e-04), 568

with noise-exposed mice showing lower GPIAS suppression 569

than sham mice (Mann-Whitney U; eff. size = 0.805; p = 570

4.0e-05); but not before noise exposure (Kruskal-Wallis; 571

eff. size = 0.117, p = 0.066). GPIAS showed individual 572

variability in the most affected frequency (Figure 2G), 573

consistent with previous reports [26] and confirms that 574

tinnitus interferes with the ability to suppress the startle 575

response in noise-exposed animals. 576

After the ABR and GPIAS tests, electrodes were im- 577

planted in the dorsal hippocampus for the assessment of 578

sensory gating (Figure 3A). As expected, auditory event- 579

related potential recordings showed that the second click 580

consistently generated a smaller aERP (Figure 3B) and 581

the magnitude of peaks around 40ms and 80ms were quan- 582

tified from baseline as the N40 and P80 peak, respectively, 583

for both the first and second click in the phase-reversal 584

channel (see Methods, Figure 3B-C). Next, to investigate 585

the impact of noise-induced tinnitus on auditory gating 586

(11 days after noise-exposure), freely exploring mice were 587

individually subjected to randomized paired-click stimuli 588

where both sham and noise-exposed mice presented char- 589

acteristic aERP (Figure 3D). Two types of measurements 590

were evaluated: the responses to sound clicks measured 591

in the hippocampus (amplitude in µV and latency in ms), 592

which is a measurement of sound processing in the lim- 593

bic system; and the ratio between the second and the 594

first click responses (both amplitude and latency unitless), 595

which measures the sensory gating. 596

As attention is modulated by the cholinergic system 597

[44] and also the endocannabinoid system [45], we tested 598

the impact of two agonists to both systems (nicotine and 599

cannabis extract, individually or in combination) in mod- 600

ulation of aERPs in our model of noise-induced tinnitus 601

(Figure 4A). Animals were given a single injection of nico- 602

tine (1 mg/kg) or saline before aERP recordings on the 603

fisrt two sessions. During the third session, the remaining 604

two aERP recordings were conducted, with the initial 605

recording taking place 30 minutes after the administra- 606

tion of cannabis extract (100 mg/kg). Subsequently, an 607

additional dose of nicotine (1 mg/kg) was injected to in- 608

vestigate the potential synergistic effects of combining 609

cannabis extract with nicotine. The average of the N40 610

response in sham-exposed animals showed the second click 611

to be consistently smaller in amplitude compared to the 612
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Figure 1: Noise exposure did not cause hearing threshold shift. A) Full experimental timeline highlighting time of ABR recordings
(dotted rectangle). B-C) Mean auditory brainstem response (ABR) to 9-11kHz after noise-exposure for intensities 45-80 dBSPL for
all 529 trials of all sham mice (B) and noise-exposed animals (C). Shaded traces show SEM, gray square indicates the sound pulse
duration. D) Mean+SEM (line and shade) displaying auditory thresholds quantified for sham (n = 11, left) and noise-exposed
(n = 11, right) animals two days before and two days after noise exposure, showing no significant difference at any frequency
tested (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p > 0.05 for all frequencies in both groups). E) Mean+SEM (line and shade) threshold shift for
sham and noise-exposed mice showing no significant difference between groups at any frequency (Student’s t-test, p > 0.05 for all
frequencies).

first click (F(1,10) = 29.9, p = 2.7e-04; Supplemental613

Figure S2A, left). This significant attenuation on the614

second click was also observed for noise-exposed (F(1,10)615

= 11.2, p = 7e-03; Supplemental Figure S2A, right). The616

second click attenuation differed in strength depending on617

the pharmacological treatment between sham and noise-618

exposed mice (F(3,60) = 3.67, p = 1.7e-02; Supplemental619

Figure S2A). For noise-exposed animals the second click620

response was decreased compared to the first in nicotine621

(p = 1.6e-02) and cannabis extract + nicotine (p = 1.6e-622

02) treatment but not in saline (p = 0.237) or cannabis623

extract alone (p = 0.216 ; Supplemental Figure S2A,624

right), in contrast to sham animals. We thereby found 625

a significant interaction between treatment and animal 626

condition (sham or noise-exposed) on the N40 suppres- 627

sion ratio (F(3,60) = 3.5, p = 2e-02, Figure 4B). Looking 628

specifically at sham mice, no significant difference was 629

found in the N40 aERP ratio between treatments, while 630

for noise-exposed animals, pairwise comparisons showed 631

an increased N40 amplitude ratio after administration of 632

cannabis extract + nicotine compared to cannabis extract 633

alone (p = 1.9e-02), nicotine alone (p = 3.2e-02) and NaCl 634

treatment (p = 1.9e-02, Figure 4B). There was also a sig- 635

nificant difference in N40 ratio under cannabis extract + 636
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Figure 2: Noise-exposed animals showed decreased startle suppression. A) Timeline of experiments highlighting time point
of the GPIAS tests. B) Schematic GPIAS protocol. C) Representative examples of startle suppression by the gap (left) and
negative startle suppression (right) from the same animal 3 days before and 3 days after noise exposure, respectively. Filled traces
represent an average of 9 trials of stimulus without gap (purple) and with gap (orange). Gray rectangle represents the 50ms
startle stimulus. D-E) GPIAS index for all frequencies tested 3 days before (o) and 3 days after (x) noise exposure for sham (D)
and noise-exposed (E) mice. F) The frequency with largest difference in startle suppression before and after noise-exposure was
used for quantification of group GPIAS performance. Sham animals show no difference in GPIAS performance before and after
noise exposure (left, n=11), while noise-exposed mice (right) show a significant decrease in startle suppression by the silent gap
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 11, p = 9.8e-04). G) The frequency with largest difference in startle suppression before and after
noise-exposure varied between individual noise-exposed mice.

nicotine treatment between sham and noise-exposed mice637

(p = 1.0e-02; Figure 4B). We found a general effect of638

group in the N40 amplitude, where noise-exposed animals639

consistently showed a greater average when compared to640

sham-exposed mice (F(1,20) = 7.467; p = 6.3e-03; Figure641

4C, Supplemental Table S1). Taken together, these results 642

indicate that nicotine has a more pronounced effect on 643

the filtering of repetitive stimuli in noise-exposed animals 644

compared to sham animals, and that the combination of 645

nicotine + cannabis extract strongly enhances the first 646
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Figure 3: Auditory event-related potentials in sham and noise-exposed mice. A) Left, image of a mouse implanted with an
electrode array. Right, coronal slice showing the dorsal hippocampus with electrode tracts stained with DiI in the CA1 region. B)
Average aERPs in response to paired clicks from 8 channels at different depths from a recording session from a single animal. The
channel above phase reversal (gray dotted box) was consistently used for aERP quantification. C) The reversal channel from ‘B’
at a greater magnification with click 1 (black) and 2 (red) responses superimposed. Dashed lines indicating positive and negative
peaks at different characteristic latencies (N40 and P80 components). D) Top, simplified experimental timeline. Bottom, average
traces of click responses in saline condition for sham (green, n = 10) and noise-exposed animals (blue, n = 7). Superimposed
gray traces are the average response of 50 trials from each individual animal, dashed lines indicate the sound stimuli onset and
amplitude difference of N40 peaks.

and second click ratio in noise-exposed animals, an effect647

not seen in sham animals.648

Examining latency of the N40 component showed no649

differences in pairwise comparisons between clicks after650

any particular treatment (p>0.05; Supplemental Figure651

S2B) although the distribution of latencies showed the652

second N40 latency to be consistently shorter compared653

to the first (p = 2.6e-03, Friedman test). Comparing654

the ratio of the first and second click latency revealed an655

increased response-delay in noise-exposed animals under656

cannabis treatment compared to sham animals in the657

same treatment (p = 3.0e-03) and compared to noise-658

exposed mice after nicotine administration (p = 3.2e-02;659

Figure 4D). This shows that cannabis delays the N40660

latency compared to nicotine in noise-exposed animals661

but not in sham animals (Figure 4D). Overall, an effect662

of group on latency was found, where latency was con- 663

sistently increased for noise-exposed mice (p = 4.3e-02, 664

Kruskal-Wallis test; Figure 4E, Supplemental Table S2). 665

The P80 component of auditory aERP has been impli- 666

cated in the NMDA dysfunction theory in schizophrenia, 667

as ketamine can alter the P80 amplitude of mice [46]. 668

The P80 component in response to the second click was 669

consistently smaller compared to the response to the first 670

stimulus (F(1,20) = 6.156, p = 2.2e-02). Also, the latency 671

for the peak was reduced by the repetition of stimuli 672

for both groups and all treatments (F(1,20) = 9.79, p = 673

5.2e-03). However, pairwise comparisons did not show 674

any statistical differences for the P80 baseline to peak 675

amplitude or latency (Figure 5A; Supplemental Figure 676

S3) nor in ratios between the two clicks for the P80 ampli- 677

tude (Figure 5B) and latency (Figure 5C). This indicates 678
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Figure 4: Noise-exposed mice have improved auditory gating under cannabis+nicotine treatment and showed overall larger and
slower ERP responses. A) Auditory ERP recorded in awake mice in response to saline, nicotine, cannabis and cannabis+nicotine
show characteristic suppression of the second click in both sham (top) and noise-exposed (bottom) animals. Gray trace shows the
average aERP per animal while the green and blue traces show the group average for each treatment. B) Percentage of suppression
of the second click of the N40 component (supplementary Figure S2) for sham (green) and noise-exposed (blue) mice, showing
largest suppression of the second peak in noise-exposed mice following cannabis+nicotine administration (Student’s t-test). C) N40
amplitude is consistently increased for noise-exposed (n = 7) compared to sham animals (n = 10). D) Percentage of the second
N40 peak delay for both groups at each treatment showed cannabis extract to increase delay in noise-exposed mice compared to
sham (Mann-Whitney U test), as well as compared to nicotine treatment of noise-exposed mice (Wilcoxon signed-rank test). E)
N40 latency is consistently increased for noise-exposed (n = 7) compared to sham animals (n = 10).

that the P80 component is not affected by noise-induced679

tinnitus.680

As previous studies suggested that the improvement681

of sensory gating by pharmacological agents is mediated682

by an enhancement of the first click rather than by the683

suppression of the second click [17, 13], we separated the684

analysis of aERPs to focus on each click response (first;685

click 1 and repeated; click 2) by comparing the amplitude686

and latency of the N40 or P80 components between differ-687

ent treatments (Figure 6; Supplemental Figure S4). First,688

we found that sham animals increased the response to 689

the first click after cannabis extract + nicotine treatment 690

compared to just nicotine administration (p = 4e-03; Fig- 691

ure 6A, top left). Next, examining the repeated click 2 692

response, showed that the cannabis extract increased the 693

N40 click 2 response amplitude compared to nicotine (p 694

= 2.7e-02) and cannabis extract + nicotine also increased 695

the N40 click 2 amplitude compared to nicotine alone (p 696

= 6e-03; Figure 6A, top right). For the noise-exposed 697

group, the combination of cannabis extract + nicotine in- 698
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Figure 5: The P80 aERP amplitude and latency was not affected by noise-exposure or by nicotine and/or cannabis extract
treatment. A) Representative trace highlighting the P80 component (vertical black and red dashed lines for first and second clicks,
respectively). Arrows represent the calculated amplitude for each P80 response for the top trace. B) The percentage of second
peak amplitude suppression showed no difference between sham and noise-exposed mice. C) Second P80 peak delay (ratio of the
1st and 2nd click responses latencies) for sham (purple) and noise-exposed (blue) animals showed no difference between groups or
treatments. A negative ’delay’ refers to a peak advancement. Wilcoxon signed-rank test, n = 10 sham and 7 noise-exposed mice, p
> 0.05 for all comparisons.

creased click 1 amplitude compared to NaCl (p = 1.2e-02;699

Figure 6A, bottom left). There was no increase in click 1700

response by nicotine, but still nicotine had an effect in the701

combination of cannabis extract since the combination702

of the two increased the response amplitude significantly703

compared to cannabis extract alone (p = 4.7e-02; Fig-704

ure 6A, bottom left). The second click was unaltered by705

nicotine and/or cannabis extract for noise-exposed mice706

(Figure 6A, bottom right). Examining the latency of the707

N40 response to the first click showed no alteration by708

either treatment in the sham group (Figure 6B, top left).709

For the repeated click 2 latency, the sham group instead710

showed decreased latency in the presence of cannabis ex-711

tract compared to NaCl treatment (p = 1.4e-02; Figure712

6B, top right). For the noise-exposed group, cannabis713

extract + nicotine significantly delayed the click 1 N40714

response compared to NaCl (p = 3.1e-02; Figure 6B, bot-715

tom left). Again, the latency of the second click N40716

response was not affected by nicotine and/or cannabis717

extract in noise-exposed mice (Figure 6B, bottom right).718

Next, examining the P80 amplitude and latency in detail719

only showed one effect on the second click latency for720

noise-exposed mice where cannabis extract + nicotine721

marginally increased the latency of P80 click 2 response722

compared to nicotine alone (p = 4.9e-02; Supplemental723

Figure S4). All together we found the repeated second724

click N40 response to not be consistently modulated by725

treatment in noise-exposed mice, thereby agreeing with726

previous literature that pharmacological improvement of 727

sensory gating affects the first click response for this set 728

of animals [17, 13]. 729

Lastly we quantified the inter-peak interval (latency 730

between the N40 and P80 peaks) of the response to the 731

paired clicks (Supplemental Figure S5). When double 732

peaks were present, we measured latency from the first 733

peak in the doublet (Supplemental Figure S5A). We did 734

not see any difference in the number of double N40 peaks 735

recorded from sham and noise-exposed animals (p > 0.07 736

for all conditions tested; Supplemental Figure S5B). Also, 737

there were no significant differences in the inter-peak 738

interval between negative and positive aERP for either 739

treatments or groups (F(1,20) < 2.06, p > 0.1; Supple- 740

mental Figure S5C). Thereby the average aERP waveform 741

appears robust for latencies, despite individual variability. 742

Taken together, this study found noise-exposed mice 743

to normally gate repetitive auditory stimuli, but showing 744

larger amplitudes and slower processing of attention to 745

repetitive clicks after pharmacological perturbations of 746

the cholinergic and endocannabinoid systems, compared 747

to sham-treated animals. The modulation of aERPs under 748

cannabis + nicotine treatment was specifically related to 749

the first click of the N40 component amplitude in noise- 750

exposed mice. 751
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Figure 6: Noise-exposed mice only show modulation of the first click N40 response following cannabis+nicotine treatment. A)
Comparison of the N40 amplitude in response to the first click (left) and second click (right) after saline, nicotine, cannabis extract
and cannabis+nicotine administration for sham (top) and noise-exposed (bottom) mice. B) Latency comparisons between the first
(left) and second (right) click responses in sham (top) and noise-exposed (bottom) animals across treatments. Only sham animals
showed alterations of the second click amplitude and latency upon nicotine and cannabis treatment. Student’s t-test (A) and
Wilcoxon signed-rank test (B), n = 10 sham and 7 noise-exposed mice.

Discussion752

We found that the N40 amplitude and latency is increased753

in animals with mild noise-exposure (Figure 7A-B). These754

mice showed increased ratio of the amplitude of first and755

second click N40 components upon cannabis and nicotine756

administration compared to sham animals (Figure 7C),757

which indicates improvement in sensory gating. Cannabis758

administration also increased the latency ratio of the N40759

component of aERPs for noise-exposed mice compared760

to sham mice (Figure 7D), indicating altered temporal761

processing. Our findings imply that cholinergic and endo-762

cannabinoid signaling and/or downstream pathways are763

involved in perturbed sound processing after mild noise764

exposure. Still, the cannabis extract may contain sub-765

stances that act on non-endocannabinoid targets [47], and766

further studies utilizing isolated endocannabinoid receptor767

agonists could elucidate the involvement of these receptors768

in sound processing. 769

Tinnitus is a highly heterogeneous disorder in humans 770

[48], and the underlying pathophysiological mechanisms 771

remain unclear. Recent evidence in animals and humans 772

cumulate towards the involvement of the limbic system 773

in tinnitus [7], however the confounding effects of hear- 774

ing loss and hyperacusis make the disentangling of each 775

contributing factor quite challenging [49]. Our data is con- 776

sistent with findings described by Campbell et al. (2018), 777

studying young individuals with mild tinnitus and a nor- 778

mal audiogram. They found poorer auditory processing, 779

indicating impaired sensory gating, due to no significant 780

difference between response amplitudes of the first and 781

second P50 aERP for tinnitus patients [19], similar to 782

what we found for N40 under saline treatment (Supple- 783

mental Figure S2). Thereby our animal model results 784

match patients with mild tinnitus. To our knowledge, this 785

is the first study to investigate sensory gating in the hip- 786
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pocampus in noise-exposed mice and to evaluate how the787

cholinergic and endocannabinoid system interferes with788

sensory gating in these animals. A strength of this study789

is that hippocampal location for quantifying aERPs was790

standardized by anatomical post hoc examination and by791

electrophysiological profile [32] at each treatment session,792

thereby opening up for systematically testing a variety793

of compounds affecting limbic processing of attention to794

sound.795

Another limitation is that the direct impact of nicotine796

and the cannabis extract on tinnitus were not assessed797

after the pharmacological intervention. This limitation798

was due to the size of the implanted electrode, thereby799

not allowing animals to enter the restraining tube, de-800

signed to make mice stand on all four paws during GPIAS801

measurements. Previous studies of cannabis as a tinnitus802

treatment have shown conflicting results [50, 51]. For803

instance, acute injection of the synthetic CB1/CB2 re-804

ceptor agonists (WIN55,212-2, or CP55,940), exacerbate805

salicylate-induced tinnitus in rats assessed using a con-806

ditioned lick suppression paradigm [52], whereas acute807

treatment with the CB1 receptor agonist arachidonyl-2-808

chloroethylamide (ACEA) had no effect (as measured by809

GPIAS) in guinea pigs with salicylate-induced tinnitus810

[53]. It is possible that the confounding effects of stress on811

GPIAS measures caused by either salicylate or cannabis812

complexify the behavioral interpretation.813

Based on the hypothesis that tinnitus can be similar814

to epilepsy due to hyperactivity in auditory and non-815

auditory pathways [54], here we used an extract contain-816

ing a high dose of THC, since it was previously demon-817

strated that high THC doses presented anticonvulsant818

effects. 50mg/kg THC was shown to prevent sponta-819

neous seizures in rodents [55, 56]; and THC doses up to820

100 mg/kg, with effective dose at 48 mg/kg, to be an-821

ticonvulsant after seizure generation by electroshock in822

mice [57]. Even 80 mg/kg THC effectively suppressed823

pharmacologically-induced convulsions, delayed their on-824

set, and prevented mortality in mice [58]. In addition,825

96% of patients of a Canadian study reported that they826

would consider cannabis as treatment for their tinnitus827

[59]. Furthermore, cannabis extract concentration has828

shown U-shaped dose-response antidepressant effects in829

mice [40], thereby evaluating dose-dependent effects of830

activating CB1 receptors in different tinnitus models, as831

well as comparisons of administration routes of cannabis832

extract, is necessary in future studies.833

Here we found that pharmacological manipulations of834

aERPs with both nicotine and cannabis extract improve835

sensory gating in noise-exposed mice but not in sham-836

treated animals. Our findings suggest that the higher 837

N40 ratio under cannabis extract together with nicotine 838

treatment in noise-exposed mice is related to an elevated 839

click 1 amplitude and a lack of consistent modulation of 840

the response to the second click, suggesting an increased 841

registration (sensorial input processing) of the stimulus, 842

as suggested previously [60]. Probably this effect was not 843

seen in sham animals because both clicks were modulated 844

by the treatments containing cannabis. 845

Nicotine is known to increase the amplitude of the 846

P20 and N40 1st click in mice [13, 61]. The second click 847

response has instead been shown to be sensitive to mus- 848

carinic receptor antagonists, increasing the second click 849

amplitude and disrupting sensory gating [62]. Next, the 850

P80 response is known to be reduced by NMDA receptor 851

antagonists such as ketamine [46, 63]. Thereby, an active 852

cholinergic system appears to facilitate auditory gating 853

of the N40 response, but it is important to notice that 854

smoking is associated with greater risk of tinnitus [3]. We 855

speculate that for tinnitus models nicotine might suppress 856

hyperactivity in the dorsal cochlear nucleus since it has 857

been previously demonstrated that cholinergic agonists 858

such as carbachol can suppress noise-induced hyperactiv- 859

ity in the DCN in rodents [64], possibly affecting sound 860

processing in higher areas. 861

The combination of cannabis extract and nicotine 862

could potentially cause interaction effects, since it has 863

been shown in isolated cells that anandamide (an en- 864

dogenous CB1 receptor agonist) decreased nicotinic cur- 865

rents generated by nicotinic α7 and α4β2 subunit con- 866

taining acetylcholine receptors [65]. Also, a link between 867

cannabis dependency and activity of subtypes of nicotinic 868

acetylcholine receptors has recently been shown [66, 67]. 869

Furthermore, the interplay between the cholinergic and 870

endocannabinoid system has been shown in basal fore- 871

brain cholinergic neurons expressing CB1 receptors [68] 872

and interestingly, human subjects administered orally a 873

combination of a THC analog and nicotine have shown 874

improved auditory deviant detection and mismatch neg- 875

ativity aERPs, but not when each drug was delivered 876

alone [22]. Since we found only noise-exposed animals 877

to improve N40 amplitude gating ratio in response to 878

cannabis+nicotine treatment, and since it has been demon- 879

strated that vesicular acetylcholine transporters puncta 880

density is decreased on both sides of the hippocampus 881

after noise exposure [69], we hypothesize that nicotine 882

administration could be compensating for a decrease in 883

acetylcholine release in these animals. Still, the cellular 884

mechanisms underlying such alterations in sensory gating 885

remain to be further investigated. 886
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Figure 7: Schematics of the main findings. A) Experimental setup showing an implanted animal during the paired-click test
recording. B) N40 amplitude and latency is increased in noise-exposed animals compared to sham. C) Cannabis + nicotine
treatment improved N40 ratio by increasing the first click response. D) Cannabis treatment increased the second click latency
ratio for noise-exposed animals compared to sham.

In general, the endocannabinoid system dampens neu-887

ronal activity by activation of Gi-protein coupled presy-888

naptic CB1 receptors that decrease neurotransmitter re-889

lease through blocking of presynaptic voltage-gated cal-890

cium channels and opening of voltage-gated potassium891

(GIRK) channels, allowing potassium to flow out of the ter-892

minal [70]. For example, high doses of natural cannabis893

extracts can reduce neuronal hyperactivity in in vitro894

models of spasticity and epilepsy [71] which is interest-895

ing since noise-induced tinnitus is related to neuronal896

hyperactivity of the auditory system [9]. Still, the cir-897

cuit effect of CB1 receptor activation depends on what898

type of presynaptic neuron expresses CB1 receptors (etc.899

glutamatergic or GABAergic cells) which can affect local900

plasticity differently [72]. It is known that pyramidal cells901

of the hippocampus have relatively low expression of CB1902

receptors [73] therefore we expect the cannabis extract to903

increase auditory input due to decreased inhibition, since904

CB1 receptors are strongly coexpressed with GAD65 in905

the hippocampus [73, 74], especially with strong CB1 re-906

ceptor expression on cholecystokinin positive interneurons907

[74]. Furthermore, this study uses a THC-rich extract,908

which needs to be put in contrast to anxiolytic evaluation909

of THC at much lower doses [39] and studies of seizure910

reduction by THC at doses as high as 100 mg/kg [55].911

Still the concentration of THC in a cannabis extract can-912

not be compared to THC alone, but should be considered913

in relation to other cannabinoids present. For example,914

a systematic review of cannabinoid treatment of chronic915

pain found products with high-THC-to-CBD ratios the916

most useful for short-term relief of neuropathic chronic917

pain [75].918

The ability to suppress repetitive auditory stimuli was919

preserved in noise-exposed mice, suggesting that noise-920

induced tinnitus without changes in hearing thresholds921

does not interfere with auditory gating but that noise-922

induced tinnitus renders the response to auditory clicks923

abnormal in the presence of cannabis by delaying tem- 924

poral coding. Here we found that cannabis alone did 925

not decrease aERP amplitude as has seen in human P300, 926

probably due to the N40 component (human N100) reflect- 927

ing triggered attention [76] and the human P300 reflecting 928

cognitive stimulus classification [21]. It is important to 929

pin-point cellular contribution to the aERP components 930

and here, due to the availability of a transgenic line target- 931

ing Cre expression at cells expressing the alpha-2 nicotinic 932

receptor [ChRNA2; 77], the role of the cholinergic system 933

in sensory gating and tinnitus could be investigated by 934

using chemogenetics to locally manipulate the excitabil- 935

ity of these cells during aERP recordings; or in tinnitus 936

induction performing similar manipulations during noise 937

exposure. A similar approach would be difficult for investi- 938

gating the role of the endocannabinoid system in tinnitus 939

due to the unavailability of specific targeting of, for ex- 940

ample, CB1-expressing cells. However, the depletion of 941

glutamate aspartate transporter (GLAST) to exacerbate 942

the tinnitus phenotype, may also be more appropriate to 943

investigate in greater details the underlying cellular and 944

molecular mechanisms [78]. Still, it is becoming clear that 945

loud noise activates both auditory and limbic pathways 946

[79] but how prolonged noise-exposure alters sound pro- 947

cessing of each system needs to be further examined, as 948

well as how the limbic and auditory systems interact in 949

tinnitus [11]. 950

In conclusion, our study shows that provoking au- 951

ditory event-related potentials pharmacologically, using 952

nicotine and/or cannabis extract rich in THC, showed 953

noise-exposed mice to improve gating of the N40 compo- 954

nent especially under the combined influence of cannabis 955

extract and nicotine, by increasing the first click response 956

amplitude. However, cannabis extract also increased the 957

latency ratio of the N40 component in noise-exposed mice 958

compared to sham animals, indicating delayed temporal 959

processing of paired clicks. Thereby the activation of 960
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the cholinergic and endocannabinoid receptors and down-961

stream pathways have distinct and different effects on962

auditory gating in the context of tinnitus phenotype. Our963

findings provide insights into the neural processing alter-964

ations associated with tinnitus-like behavior, which may 965

facilitate the future development of diagnostic methods 966

and potential pharmacological interventions. 967
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